Unbreakable cover with belt clip for iPhone XS/X
SKU: TECOVUNBRKBELTIPXK

Ultra-durable case with screen protector and belt holder for iPhone XS/X, in yellow and black
MAXIMUM PROTECTION
The ultra-durable cover with belt holder from the Unbreakable line guarantees excellent protection for your device.
This particular case designed for the iPhone XS/X has passed harsh drop tests (impact tests), in other words simulated falls from a
height of 4 metres, thanks to its three distinguishing components.
PROTECTION EVERYWHERE
Inside the cover there are two protective layers which the transparent screen attaches to, allowing you to use the touch functions of your
smartphone's display.
The housing is made of a double material that allows superior absorption of the vibrations caused by falls, offering greater protection than a
standard cover.
This cover is also equipped with a practical belt clip that allows you to take your smartphone anywhere. Thanks to the stand function you
can look at photos and videos in comfort.
THE IDEAL CHOICE
Maximum protection on one side, great practicality on the other: the Unbreakable cover allows easy access to all keys and connectors on
your device.
Protect your smartphone from scratches, impacts and dirt without forgoing an accessory, with a modern style.
FEATURES:
2 protective layers
Belt clip
Stand function
Transparent touch screen protector
Resistant to impacts, dirt and scratches
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Double material to absorb vibrations
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Unbreakable cover with belt clip for iPhone XS/X
SKU: TECOVUNBRKBELTIPXK

Details
EAN: 8018417255526
Type: Ultra-resistant case
Material: PC + TPU + PVC
Finishing/Feature: Transparent screen protection / 2 protective
layers
Coupling: Clip for belt
Other features: Stand function

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm.
Width Pack: 112 mm.
Depth Pack: 37 mm.
Weight Pack: 201 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 140 mm.
Width Inner: 220 mm.
Depth Inner: 105 mm.
Weight Inner: 500 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 472 mm.
Width Master: 455 mm.
Depth Master: 389 mm.
Weight Master: 8700 g.
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